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Abstract—A Teacher-Student Swap (TSS) test method with the dual supply voltage ($V_{DD}$) for the ultra low $V_{DD}$ homogeneous multi-core LSI’s is proposed and the test chips are fabricated in 90 nm CMOS. In this method, two same cores with different power supply voltages test each other by comparing their outputs, which eliminates the need for the expected vector. When $V_{DD}$ is less than 0.3V, the die-to-die power reduction by the dual $V_{DD}$ in the 5 chips was from 18% to 48%. In order to manage the large die-to-die variations at low $V_{DD}$, the fine grain dual $V_{DD}$ with TSS test method is a promising approach without increasing the test cost.

I. INTRODUCTION

Both the low power supply voltage ($V_{DD}$) and multi core are the recent trend for power efficient processors. Many works have been carried out on the subthreshold logic circuits [1-4] and homogeneous multi-core LSI’s (e.g. 80 cores [5] and 64 cores [6]). The subthreshold logic circuits are energy efficient [1,4], while they are very slow. Therefore, an ultra parallel processing with homogeneous subthreshold multi cores may be a promising approach for the energy efficient processors with the practical processing speed.

The increasing test cost proportional to the number of cores, however, is among the most serious issues facing the multi-core LSI’s. Fig. 1 shows the conventional test method of the homogeneous multi-core LSI’s. The outputs from n cores are compared with expected vectors, and pass or fail are determined. The increasing quantity of the outputs with the number of cores raises the test cost.

Meanwhile, the minimum power supply voltage ($V_{DDmin}$) of logic circuits is determined by the function errors of logic gates due to device variations, and $V_{DDmin}$ increases with the number of logic gates [7]. Therefore, the fine grain $V_{DD}$ tuning [7] is required to reduce $V_{DD}$ of the subthreshold logic circuits and the tuning also raise the test cost.

This paper presents a new test method to reduce the test cost in ultra low $V_{DD}$ homogeneous multi-core LSI’s. The concept of the proposed Teacher-Student Swap (TSS) test method is shown in Section II. Section III presents the chip implementation of the dual $V_{DD}$ homogeneous multi-core LSI’s with TSS test method. Measurement results from 90nm CMOS test chips are described in Section IV.

II. PROPOSED TEACHER-STUDENT SWAP TEST METHOD

Fig. 2 shows a proposed TSS test method of the homogeneous multi-core LSI’s. Every core is paired with the neighboring cores and the pair is called “teacher and student pair” in this paper. A teacher core and a student core are swappable and they test each other. The teacher core is a function guaranteed core and operates as an expected vector generator for the student core, which eliminates the need for the input of the expected vectors from the tester. The student core is the circuits under test. The outputs from the student core are compared with the expected vectors from the teacher core, and only the pass or fail signals are reported to the tester. Therefore, the quantity of the outputs from the chip is much smaller than that in Fig. 1, thus reducing the test cost for the

Fig. 1. The conventional test method of the homogeneous multi-core LSI’s.

Fig. 2. proposed TSS test method of the homogeneous multi-core LSI’s.
multi-core LSI’s.

Fig. 3 shows a flow chart of TSS test. In order to achieve the fine grain VDD tuning for the ultra low VDD homogeneous multi-core LSI’s, dual VDD (a high VDD (VDDH) and a low VDD (VDDL)) is adopted. VDDH is the minimum supply voltage where all cores operate correctly and VDDL is the supply voltage where some of the cores fail to operate. Thus the core with VDDH is the teacher core and the core with VDDL is the student core. As shown in Fig. 3, in the initial test (Step1), both core 0 and 1 are teacher-mode with VDDH to find the initial failure of the cores. When the initial failure is found, both core 0 and 1 are disabled and can be replaced with redundant cores. In the test of core 0 (Step2), the core 0 with VDDL is the student mode and the core 1 with VDDH is the teacher mode. When the test is passed, the core 0 operates with VDDL. In contrast, when the test is failed, the core 0 operates with VDDH. Step3 is the swapped version of Step2 and concludes the TSS test.

III. CHIP IMPLEMENTATION OF HOMOGENEOUS MULTI-CORE LSI WITH TEACHER-STUDENT SWAP TEST METHOD

In order to demonstrate the TSS test method with dual VDD for the ultra low VDD homogeneous multi-core LSI’s, test chips have been designed and fabricated. Figs. 4 (a) and (b) show the layout and the micrograph of a homogeneous 64 core LSI with the TSS test method in 90 nm CMOS respectively. The core area is 1.0mm×0.68mm. The 64 core LSI has 32 teacher and student pairs. The two cores in a pair have symmetrical layouts.

Fig. 5 shows the schematic of the fabricated teacher and student pair with dual VDD. Each core includes the 16 bit ripple carry adder and D-flip-flops. In the cores, the primitive cells provided by the foundry are used and are not optimized for low VDD operations [1,8]. A 32 bit LFSR generates pseudo random numbers, and the 17 bit adder outputs from core 0 and 1 are compared. The pass or fail signals are stored in a VDD memory. VDDH or VDDL is selected by pMOSFET’s. The all circuits except the cores and I/O’s use a separate VDD.

IV. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

VDDL distributions within 64 cores are measured by the TSS test method. The power reduction by the dual VDD is also discussed.

A. VDDL Distributions

Fig. 6 shows the measured VDDL dependence of the number of error cores in 64 cores of a chip. The clock frequency is varied from 10kHz to 30MHz. VDDLH is defined as VDD where the first error core is observed. The VDDL distributions are divided into 2 modes (a delay error mode (VDD > 0.3V) and a function error mode (VDD < 0.3V)). At 30MHz and 15MHz, the VDDL distributions are narrow and determined by the classical timing error of the logic gates, which is the delay error mode. In contrast, at 1MHz and 10kHz, the VDDL distributions are broad and do not depend on the clock frequency. The distributions are determined by the function error of the logic gates due to device variations[7].
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which is the function error mode. At 5MHz and 2MHz, both the delay error mode and the function error mode are mixed.

Figs. 7 (a) and (b) show the measured VDDL distribution map on 64 cores at 30MHz (delay error mode) and 10kHz (function error mode) respectively. The x- and y-axis in Fig. 7 corresponds to that in Fig. 4 (a). The maximum VDDL is 388mV and the minimum VDDL is 370mV at 30MHz. The maximum VDDL is 178mV and the minimum VDDL is 280mV at 10kHz. The VDDL distribution in Fig. 7 (a) has both the random and the systematic (y-axis direction) component. The systematic component will derive from the on-chip IR-drop. In contrast, the VDDL distribution in Fig. 7 (b) has only the random component. The peak-to-peak variation of VDDL (=102mV) is larger than that (=18mV) in Fig. 7 (a), because the low VDD exposes the effect of the device variations on the circuit variations.

**B. Power Reduction by Dual VDD**

Fig. 8 (a) shows the VDDL dependence of the power and the number of error cores in 64 cores of a chip at 4 different clock frequencies. The power is simulated by SPICE based on the measured number of error cores. The leakage power accounts for 48% and 99.9% of the total power shown in Fig. 8 at 30MHz and 10kHz respectively. By using the proposed TSS test method, VDDH is assigned to the error cores and VDDL is assigned to the non-error cores automatically. When all the 64 cores have the errors, all cores operate at VDDH, which is equal to the all V DDH approach. Therefore, the power is minimized by optimizing VDDL. Fig. 8 (b) shows the VDDL dependence of the power reduction by the dual VDD at 4 different clock frequencies. At 30MHz and 15MHz (delay error mode), the power reduction is only 3%, because the VDDL distributions are narrow. In contrast, at 10kHz (function error mode), the power reduction is 27%, because the VDDL distribution is broad.

Finally, the die-to-die variations of the measured VDDL distribution are discussed. Fig. 9 shows the measured VDDL dependence of the number of error cores in 64 cores of 5 chips.
at 10kHz and 30MHz clock signals. Chip1 is the same as that in Fig. 6. At both 10kHz and 30MHz, the die-to-die variations of the $V_{DDL}$ distribution are observed. An interesting result is that the delay error mode and the function error mode are not correlated, because their mechanisms are different. For example, Chip2 has the highest $V_{DDL}$ at 30MHz, however, Chip3 or Chip5 has the highest $V_{DDL}$ at 10kHz.

Fig. 10 (a) shows the $V_{DDL}$ dependence of the simulated power of 5 chips at 10kHz clock. Fig. 10 (b) shows the $V_{DDL}$ dependence of the power reduction by the dual $V_{DD}$. The power reduction is from 18% to 48% among 5 chips, and the high $V_{DDL}$ chip (Chip3) achieves the largest power reduction. Fig. 10 (c) shows the $V_{DDL}$ /$V_{DDH}$ dependence of the power reduction by the dual $V_{DD}$. In the conventional processors, the optimum $V_{DDL}$ /$V_{DDH}$ to achieve the minimum power is 0.7[9]. In contrast, at 0.2 - 0.4V and 10kHz (function error mode), the optimum $V_{DDL}$ /$V_{DDH}$ is from 66% to 82% among 5 chips. In order to manage the large die-to-die variations at low $V_{DD}$, the fine grain dual $V_{DD}$ with TSS test method is a promising approach without increasing the test cost.

V. CONCLUSION

The Teacher-Student Swap (TSS) test method with the dual $V_{DD}$ for the ultra low $V_{DD}$ homogeneous multi-core LSI’s was proposed and the test chips were fabricated in 90 nm CMOS. Depending on $V_{DD}$, the LSI’s have the delay error mode ($V_{DD} > 0.3V$) and the function error mode ($V_{DD} < 0.3V$). At the delay error mode, the power reduction by the dual $V_{DD}$ was only 3%, while the power reduction was 27% at the function error mode. The die-to-die power reduction by the dual $V_{DD}$ in the 5 chips was from 18% to 48%, when the optimum $V_{DDL}$ /$V_{DDH}$ was from 66% to 82%. In order to manage the large die-to-die variations at low $V_{DD}$, the fine grain dual $V_{DD}$ with TSS test method is a promising approach without increasing the test cost.
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